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BLIND FAITH
Howard Thompson's ingenio us,
Iow cost remcdy to a perennial P6
problem...
T
I have owned my P6 for 22 years and
think it fair to say that I'vejust about got
the hang of it by now. This close
understanding oftheir quirky nature is
exactly what makes ownership of old,
outmoded cars like the P6 so involvine.
Unlike its modern, homogenised breth-ren,
an old Rover needs an understandins and
sympathetic approach if it is to prod-uce of
its superb best - it's notjust a case of
putting petrol in and driving it.
On my car, for example, the retum spring
on the reserve petrol tap long since gave
up the ghost. This means that pushing the
curved handle back in doesn't actuallv
switch it off. Only I know that you have to
stretch your arm down at the back ofthe
engine block, feel about forthe cable and
then push the lever to which it's attached
towards the front of the car in order to
close the tap.
Why bother, you might ask? Well, leaving
the reserve tap open once the tank's been
re-filled gives rise to very peculiar running
characteristics, akin to an electrical fault oi
blocked carburettorjets. Even I have been
caught out by this, usually when someone
else has had the car and. unknown to me.
run it on to the reserve firel supply, filled
up with petrol and pushed the reserve
toggle back in, in the perfectly reasonablle
expectation that this would switch it back
again. I've then had the extremely
frustrating experience of looking for a
non-existent electrical or carburation fault
until the penny finally dropped. Most
annoyrng.
Although the car is a V8 I've never been
troubled by the notorious fuel vaporisation
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problem caused by engine-overheating and
can only surmise that this is something
that effects some cars and not others. One
thing that has troubled me however, is the
tremendous degree of overcooling that
Rover built into this model - presumably
in an attempt to avoid the fuel-
vaporisation problem.
Shortly after acquiring the car in 1975 I
junked the engine fan in favour ofa
Kenlowe that I'd had on a previous vehicle
(a Ford Corsair 2000) as it happens; I
know what you're thinking - from the
ridiculous to the sublime) but even then
the temperature needle stayed firmly in the
white sector, except for when I got held up
in traffic jams. This overcooliing was a
particular nuisance in winter time, when
the car would frequently stall, even after
driving for several miles, as the engine
temperature never got high enough for
"normal" running to be achieved. I thus
got to playing about with pieces of
cardboard in front ofthe radiator to block
offpart of the airflow through it and I
devised a selection ofdifferent sized
pieces of card to provide optimum running
temperature for most ambient conditions.
This worked well enough, except in the
depths of winter when getting the needle
into the green section required a piece of
cardboard big enough to blank offthe
whole rad. This was fine until I ran into a
hold up, when the temperature would
mount and the Kenlowe, marginal at the
best oftimes, would be quite unable to
bring things back under control, owing to
its inability to draw air through the
blanking. Many's the winter day I've had
to quickly bale out ofthe car, lift the
bonnet and fumble about, burning my
hands on the hot rad and making my
clothes filthy, trying to extricate a rain-
sodden piece ofcardboard from the
restricted space between the radiator and
front valance. All this while the impatient
twerp in the car behind was blowing his
horn, in the belief, presumably, that he
was thereby helping me to resolve the
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problem and move out of his way quicker.
Not an entirely datisfactory solution then.
For years I daydreamed ofhaving
the luxury of a radiator blind that
could be adjusted from within the
car and, indeed, such things used to
be available once upon a time,
although whether or not they were
ever offered for the P6 I do not
know.
Well, I have at last got round to
devising such a fitment and, after a
thorough testing over autumn and a
particularly nasty winter, I am
delighted to say that it works
perfectly. It really does. What's
more, it cost me nothing; zero; zilch
- I made it entirely from junk that
was lying about in my garage.
I had a springJoaded roller blind
that had been taken out of my old Mum's
cottage kitchen some time previously and
as I had the front wings and valance off
the car for its periodic rust-proofing
session I decided to see if it could be made
to fit" It could - very easily, with virtually
no modifications needed. Hooray!
I found that, for whatever reason, the P6
has a forward-facing lug on either side of
and about six inches above the bottom of
the radiator and these lugs are drilled with
a hole that proved ideal for mounting two
short pieces of mild steel strip about an
inch wide. It was then a simple matter to
spring-mount the roller blind in holes
drilled in the other end ofthe steel strips
so that it lay along the bottom of the
radiator.
The blind is, of course, mounted upside
down so that when not in use it lies furled
up along the bottom ofthe radiator, being
pulled out to reach as far up the radiator as
may be necessary to maintain the
temperature needle in the green section of
the scale.
After some deliberation I settled on a
length of garden strimmer nylon twine to
attach to the bottom (top) ofthe blind,

mainly because, again, it was lying about
in my garage. Getting the end of the
drawstring into the passenger part ofthe
car was initially a bit of a headscratcher
but I worked out that I could

get a straight run from the top of the
radiator, diagonally backwards over the
engine and through the hardboard part of
the bulkhead, into the driver-side glove
compartment. This had the additional
benefit of making the operating end of
things neat and unobtrusive as it can be
shut away in the compartment itself.
As the blind is operating upside down
however you can no longer rely on gravity
to keep the extended fabric vertical and
something is needed to hitch the loose end
of the drawstring round to prevent the
blindjust falling into a heap at the bottom
of the radiator. Again, the design of the P6
lends itself admirably and I found that the
steering column height-adjusting knob
makes a perfectly-placed 'hitching post'
for the drawstring, taking the nylon cord
round the shank ofthe knob a couple of
times, then leading the loose end back into
the glove compartment. I cut two large
'washers' from an old leather handbag and
fitted them between the knob and the
steering column to provide a good
'interference fit' forthe string so that it
doesn't slip.

Thefinished irctallation. Blindingly simple! - Boom Boom!
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One other small point to note is that I used
a couple ofhollow brass bushes
(obtainable from local model shops) to
lead the nylon cord through, where it
comes through the top radiator mounting
point and also through the bulkhead.
These make for free running and prevent
the cord from chafing through and
breaking.
When all was finishhed it appeared to
work well enough but the bright yellow
paisley pattern ofthe vinyl on the blind
looked just a bit garish for such a dignified
motor car. I could, ofcourse, have
changed the material of the blind for
something a little more restrained but that
might have necessitated spending money
on the project (heaven forfend) so I
achieved the same end instead bv
colouring the material with somi black
shoe-dye that, you've guessed it, Ijust
happened to have lying about! I also used
a couple ofdabs ofthe shoe-dye on the
drawshing inside the car to indicate 'full
up' and 'full down'. That way I can tell
from the comfort of my seat in the car how
high the blind is pulled up in front of the
radiator - much preferable to grovelling
about outside the car peering through the
radiator grille to check on it.

I find that, while
I'm actually on
the move, the
blind needs to
be covering at
least three
quarters ofthe
radiator and, on
the coldest days,
all ofit. save for
the top one inch.
That way the
needle stays in
the middle of
the green
section and I
have nice toasty
toes from the
now much more
efficient heater.

When I run into the inevitable traflic
holdups it's a simple matter to open the'shin bin', release the cord from its
steering column anchor point and give the
slight tug that it needs for the roller ratchet
to disengage. I can then allow the roller
spring to pull the blind back on to the
roller as much as I may judge to be
necessary to deal with the build up of heat
during the delay. It works and it's
brilliant!
A word of caution however. Having fitted
a radiator blind, ifyou ever have occasion
to allow someone else to use the car, do
remember to fully lower the blind before
handing over. That way there's no risk of
the engine overheating - the fact that it
won't ever reach proper operating
lemperafure won't be dangerous for the
car and may in fact dissuade them from
wishing to borrow it in the future! It's no
good trying to explain to anyone else the
intricacies ofthe system and the necessity
to keep a close eye on the temperature
gauge, they'l just think you're raving mad.
What they'll never understand is that such
things are all part of the entertainment and
sense of achievement in owning a car like
a P6.
Howard Thompson
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